
UNSUPERVISED TRAINING OF A SPEECH RECOGNIZER: RECENTEXPERIMENTSThomas Kemp Alex WaibelInteractive Systems Laboratories, ILKDUniversity of Karlsruhe76128 Karlsruhe, GermanyABSTRACTCurrent speech recognition systems require large amountsof transcribed data for parameter estimation. The tran-scription, however, is tedious and expensive. In this workwe describe our experiments which are aimed at traininga speech recognizer with only a minimal amount (30 min-utes) of transcriptions and a large portion (50 hours) of un-transcribed data. A recognizer is bootstrapped on the tran-scribed part of the data and initial transcripts are generatedwith it for the remainder (the untranscribed part). Usinga lattice-based con�dence measure, the recognition errorsare (partially) detected and the remainder of the hypothe-ses is used for training. Using this scheme, the word errorrate on a broadcast news speech recognition task droppedfrom more than 32.0% to 21.4%. In a cheating experimentwe show, that this performance cannot be signi�cantly im-proved by improving the measure of con�dence. By com-bining the unsupervisedly trained system with our currentlybest recognizer which is trained on 15.5 hours of transcribeddata, an additional error reduction of 5% relative (as com-pared to the system trained in a standard fashion) is possi-ble. 1. INTRODUCTIONCurrent speech recognition systems require large amounts oftranscribed data for parameter estimation. The transcrip-tion process, however, is tedious and expensive. An auto-matic procedure capable of training a speech recognizer onuntranscribed data would therefore be very desirable, andhas been the focus of some recent research ([1], [2]). Theprinciple idea of the algorithm used in both [1] and [2] is asfollows.With the transcribed portion of the data, a bootstraprecognizer is built, which is used to generate transcripts ofthe untranscribed training material. To exclude the erro-neous words from these transcripts, a measure of con�denceis applied. In the last step, a new recognizer is trained onthe remainder of the hypothesis words.In the experiments described in this paper, we train theinitial recognizer only on 30 minutes of transcribed data.Results of experiments with di�erent amounts of untran-scribed training data are given.In our earlier work [2] only a very small amount of tran-scriptions was available. Currently, however, signi�cantlymore material is transcribed. We made use of this addi-tional transcriptions in two ways in order to evaluate thee�ectiveness of the unsupervised training procedure.First, we simulated a perfect con�dence measure whichwas able to �nd 100% of the errors in the hypotheses with-

out discarding a single correctly recognized word. The re-sults achieved in this cheating experiment provide a test ofthe quality of the con�dence measure, and an upper boundfor the e�ciency of the unsupervised training algorithm.Second, we trained a speech recognizer in the traditionalway using the transcriptions. The results of this experimentare compared to both the results achieved with the cheatedand the 'real' con�dence measure.2. THE VIEW4YOU SYSTEMThe View4You project is a cooperation between the In-teractive Systems Labs and Carnegie Mellon University'sInformedia group [3]. It aims at the automatic generationof a searchable multilingual video database. In the proto-type system, German and Serbocroatian TV news showsare recorded daily and stored as MPEG compressed �les.Using the acoustic signal, a segmenter chops the newscastsinto acoustically homogeneous segments ranging from sev-eral seconds to few minutes in length. A speech recognitionsystem generates transcriptions for the segments. The seg-mentation information and the transcriptions are stored ina database.The user of the system can enter queries in natural lan-guage, e.g. 'Tell me everything about the peace negotiationsbetween Mr Netanyahu and Mr Arafat'. Using the speechrecognizer's transcriptions in the multimedia database, aninformation retrieval component computes a ranked orderof relevant segments, which are displayed to the user. Byclicking on a segment, an MPEG-player is activated thatplays the corresponding video segment.For more details on the View4You system, see [4].2.1. The View4You broadcast news databaseFor our experiments we used the German part of theView4You database, which has been collected at the Univer-sity of Karlsruhe. A standard German news program (called'Tagesschau') is recorded daily and stored as MPEG-1 com-pressed �le with a total bit rate of 1.2 MBit/s and an audiobandwidth of 192 kbit/s, using layer 2 compression and asampling rate of 44.1 kHz. The audio data is then down-sampled to 16 kHz and stored. For the training and thetest data, the audio signal is manually segmented and tran-scribed. The segmentation is done according to the acousticcondition of the audio signal. Therefore, each segment con-tains either clean speech from the anchor speaker, or speechwith all kinds of background noise, like battle�eld noise,street noise, other speakers in the background, speech overtelephone lines, etc.There are large di�erences between the US news showsused by the ARPA broadcast news evaluations [5] and the



'Tagesschau' newscast. We tried to segment the 'Tagess-chau' using the same so-called F-conditions used by ARPA,but found that three out of 7 di�erent F-conditions (F1,F5 and FX) are virtually nonexistent in the 'Tagesschau'.Most of the data would be categorized into one of twoother F-conditions. Therefore, we decided to use only twoclasses, clean and distorted, where clean means the an-chor speaker portion of the data (and can be identi�ed withARPA's F0 condition), and distorted means everythingelse (and would mostly be tagged F4 or F2).For our experiments, a set of 64 transcribed news showstotaling 17 hours of speech was available. 4 of the showswere excluded as test and crossvalidation set.2.2. The View4You speech recognizerThe speech recognizer of the View4You system is basedon the JANUS-3 speech recognition toolkit. It uses fullycontinuous mixture gaussian densities based on decision-tree clustered context-dependent sub-triphones. All mix-tures are chosen to have 30 gaussians, and the gaussiansare modeled with diagonal covariance matrices. No param-eter sharing of covariances or gaussians takes place. In thepreprocessing stage, 13 mel-frequency cepstral coe�cients,their deltas, and delta-deltas are computed. Mean and vari-ance of the speech part of the signal are normalized. The39-dimensional input vector is transformed by linear dis-criminant analysis (LDA) into one 16-dimensional featurevector. To capture the e�ects of the noise in the data, somenoise phones (e.g. for breathing noise), were introduced.The language model is a standard Kneser-Ney backo� tri-gram language model based on 102 million words worth ofnewspaper texts and radio broadcast transcriptions. Themost frequent 60k words from the background corpus areused as vocabulary. Since German is an inecting languagewith many compound nouns, the vocabulary coverage is rel-atively low. On the test set, the OOV (out-of-vocabulary)rate is 4.43%.The decoder computes its hypothesis in a three-passstrategy. Using the intermediate recognition results, VTLnormalization [8] and MLLR adaptation [10] are performed.3. EXPERIMENTALIn this work, di�erent speech recognizers are compared toeach other. In order to guarantee meaningful results ofthe comparisons, we devised a standard training proce-dure which was applied automatically to every system wetrained. No additional manual hand-tuning took place. Allsystems, both the supervised and unsupervisedly trained,were trained with this standard training procedure, and theresults were taken as-is without further processing. We feelthat this procedure guarantees maximal neutrality towardsthe systems in question.In the following paragraph, we describe our automaticaltraining procedure in some more detail.3.1. The training procedureAll systems use the same 60k dictionary, language model,phoneme set and the same preprocessing (13 VTLN-adapted, mel-cepstral mean-normalized coe�cients, withtheir deltas and delta-deltas LDA-transformed to 16 �nalcoe�cients). The state alignment is pre-computed andstored in label �les. It remains �xed throughout the trainingprocess. In the �rst step, a LDA matrix is computed usingthe context independent sub-triphones as classes. Initial

Gaussian mixtures are generated using the k-means clus-tering algorithm, and are trained 3 iterations using viterbitraining. Then, polyphonic decision trees are computed us-ing a top-down clustering algorithm and a set of 90 pho-netically motivated questions. The clustering procedure isterminated when the desired amount of di�erent contextdependent models is reached. In an earlier experiment [4]we determined, that at least 15 data samples are requiredto train one Gaussian. Therefore, the number of context de-pendent models is automatically chosen such as to have 15data samples per Gaussian. For large amounts of trainingdata, however, the maximum size of the model is restrictedto 5000 triphone models (150,000 Gaussians) due to mem-ory and speed limitations.With the new triphone models as classes, a new LDA iscomputed, and new Gaussian mixture parameters are esti-mated with the k-means algorithm. 5 iterations of viterbitraining yield the �nal acoustic models. In the recognitionstep, MLLR ([10]) mean adaptation is used. For this adap-tation, a lattice-based con�dence measure is applied to thehypothesis, so that words with low con�dence are not usedfor adaptation.For all experiments with unsupervised training, we useda two-stage approach, where an intermediate system wastrained using 6 hours of untranscribed data. The statealignment and the hypotheses for this intermediate systemwere computed with the bootstrap recognizer. The inter-mediate system was then used to generate transcripts andstate alignments for the �nal training on the whole untran-scribed data set.3.2. BaselineFor training our baseline system, we used 30 minutes oftranscribed data from 2 newscasts recorded on November25, 1996 and November 26, 1996. The baseline system wastrained with the automatic procedure described above. Theperformance of the baseline system on the test set was 32%word error rate (cf table 1).show (date) Anchor non-anchor total30/03 21.3% 39.6% 30.6%13/04 22.7% 37.9% 33.6%total 22.0% 38.75% 32.05%Table 1. Baseline word error ratesWe trained another system using all 60 transcribed news-casts (15.5 hours of speech). The result on the testset isgiven in table 2. This result can serve as an upper boundshow (date) Anchor non-anchor total30/03 12.8% 24.2% 19.6%13/04 10.9% 24.9% 19.3%total 11.85% 24.55% 19.5%Table 2. Transcribed systemfor any algorithm that makes use of untranscribed data.3.3. Measure of Con�denceIn all our experiments, we used the lattice-based 'gamma'con�dence measure presented in [9]. On the independenttest set, the reduction in relative cross-entropy achievedwith this con�dence measure was 26%. Figure 1 summa-rizes the performance of the con�dence measure. The upper



curve shows the percentage of usable data over the thresh-old (correctly recognized words) that are marked as 'good'by the con�dence tagger. This value should be as high aspossible to make best use of the available data.The lower curve shows the number of recognition errorsthat are (erroneously) marked as 'good' by the con�dencetagger. This value should be as low as possible to avoidtraining on bad targets.
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Figure 1. Retention of correct and errorful hypothesis wordsover threshold (intermediate system)Obviously, it is not possible to optimize both the reten-tion of correctly recognized words and the rejection of therecognition errors. Therefore, we trained four di�erent rec-ognizers with four values of the threshold on 120 news showseach (approximately 32 hours of speech). The results aresummarized in table 3. Only results of the noisy part ofthe news shows are given, because the results on the anchorspeaker part di�er only insigni�cantly in this experiment,ranging between 22.4% and 23.3% word error rate.Threshold training data used word error rate(hours) (non-anchor)0 32 29.15%0.2 30 28.65%0.5 26 27.30%0.9 19 28.25%Table 3. Error rates for di�erent operating points of the con-�dence taggerThe lowest word error rate is reached at a threshold of 0.5.Therefore, this value was chosen in all other experiments.With a threshold of 0.9, only such words are used fortraining that have been robustly recognized, i.e. wordswhere the language and acoustic modelling was good. Suchwords, however, do not add substantial new information tothe recognizer as they reect the current modelling: thesystem only learns what it already knows. With a lowerthreshold, words are added to the training that are poorlymodelled, and these words increase the modelling capacityof the system; however, more errors are added to the train-ing set, which in turn lowers the performance.To evaluate the e�ect of the errors in our measure of con�-dence, we performed a cheating experiment. In this exper-iment, we trained two speech recognizers on our training

data without using the transcriptions. For the �rst recog-nizer, we used our measure of con�dence with a threshold of0.5. For the second recognizer, we used the transcriptionsto simulate a perfect con�dence measure by tagging eachcorrectly recognized word with 1 and each recognition errorwith 0. Both systems were trained starting from the base-line system and using the automatic training procedure.The results are summarized in table 4.System Error rate(non-anchor)baseline 38.75%real con�dence measure 28.50%cheated con�dence measure 27.35%transcriptions 24.55%Table 4. E�ect of a perfect con�dence measureNote that for this experiment the amount of training datawas 15.5 hours, which is lower than for the results given intable 3. We could not use the full amount of data as wehad no transcriptions available for a large part of it.3.4. Usage of more dataAfter collecting another 84 news shows (21 hours of data),unsupervised training was performed again with the en-larged training set (53 hours). However, we were not ableto signi�cantly improve on the result achieved with only32 hours of data. To make use of the additional data, wetherefore evaluated a di�erent approach.We trained a new system on 60 new shows (15 hoursof data) and combined this system with the one trainedon 32 hours using a ROVER-like [7] scheme. For this, wecomputed hypotheses on the test set with both systems,and applied the measure of con�dence. The output of thetwo recognizers was aligned against each other. If the twohypotheses disagreed with a given word, the one with thehigher con�dence score was selected as the �nal output.Using this scheme, the error rate dropped to 26.4% on thenon-anchor portion of the newscasts and 20.6% on the wholetestset.3.5. Improving the performance of the supervisedtrained systemThe same ROVER-like scheme was used to improve the sys-tem that was trained using the transcriptions. The outputof this system was combined with the output of a systemthat was trained using 15.5 hours of transcribed data plus32 hours of untranscribed data. Although the two systemsperformed at a comparable total word error rate, the er-rors were made at di�erent locations. Using the con�dencemeasure, we could achieve almost 1% absolute error reduc-tion as compared to our topline recognizer. The results aresummarized in table 5.System WER WER WER(non-anchor) (anchor) totaltranscriptions 24.55% 11.85% 19.47%plus unsupervised 23.45% 11.30% 18.59%(ROVER)Table 5. Combining supervised and unsupervised training



3.6. End-to-end evaluationIn the View4You system, the speech recognizer is used togenerate the index of the video database. In order to eval-uate the performance of unsupervised training, we ran anend-to-end evaluation using the speech recognizer that wastrained on 51 hours of untranscribed data and 30 minutesof transcriptions. We used a set of ten questions whichhad been asked by naive users, like e.g. 'Is there anythingabout Benjamin Netanyahu?', or 'I would like to see reportsabout the visit of president Herzog in Japan'. The full setof (German) questions is given in [6]. The results in termsof precision and recall are summarized in table 6.Index PRC RCLtranscriptions 0.78 0.69unsupervised trained 0.75 0.66Table 6. End-to-end performanceThe results show, that the end to end performance of theView4You system that makes use of a speech recognizerwhich has been trained only on 30 minutes of transcrip-tions and 51 hours of untranscribed data is very close totranscription performance. We therefore conclude, that forvideo indexing the use of the unsupervised training algo-rithm is a suitable and inexpensive way to create a fullyoperational system.3.7. SummaryTable 7 summarizes the results of our experiments. Us-ing unsupervised training, the error rate could be reducedby 30% as compared to our baseline system trained on 30minutes of speech.System Trainset size transcribed? WER1 0.5 hrs yes 32.1%intermediate 6 hrs no 24.17%2 15.5 hrs no 22.40%3 32 hrs no 21.42%combined 2/3 15.5 hrs + 30 hrs no 20.74%4 15.5 hrs yes 19.47%5 15.5 hrs + 30 hrs yes/no 19.88%combined 4/5 15.5 hrs + 30 hrs yes/no 18.59%Table 7. Summary of results4. CONCLUSIONSWe exploited a simple approach to unsupervised learning,where an initial hypothesis is generated by the bootstraprecognizer, some of the recognition errors are spotted by acon�dence tagger and the remainder of the words is usedfor training.Using only 30 minutes of transcriptions and 51 hours ofuntranscribed data, the word error rate of our broadcastnews recognizer went down from 32% to 21.5% using thisapproach. We have shown, that the �nal speech recog-nizer achieves nearly transcription performance if used inour video indexing system View4You.In another experiment we found that it is possible tomake even better use of the untranscribed data by trainingmore than one recognizer and combining the recognitionresults weighted by word con�dence. Using this scheme,the word error rate dropped by another 0.9% to 20.6%. We
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